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BISHOP GEORGE SCHOOL & COLLEGE 

Worksheet No.5 (2021-2022) 

Class – 9
th

 

Subject – Computer Applications 

Chapter 2 – Introduction to Java-Data Values and Types 

 

Tokens : The smallest individual unit in a program is known as tokens. There are 

five types of tokens.  

Tokens 

 

 

Identifiers  Constants  Keywords     Operators    Punctuators  

        Or         Or 

   Literals          Separators 

Identifiers : These are names given to variables, classes and methods. 

Identifiers have to follow certain rules: 

 The first character of an identifier must be a letter, an underscore (_), or a 

dollar sign ($). 

 Spaces are not allowed in identifiers. 

 Identifiers are case-sensitive. 

 Keywords cannot be used as identifiers. 

 

Literals : Constants are also known as literals. Constant is a value that remains 

fixed during the execution of a program. 

Literals 

 

 

Integer Floating     Boolean      Character     String            Null 

Literal Literal     Literal       Literal     Literal           Literal 

ex.45, 3 ex.23.6      ex.true and false  ex.’A’, ‘r’  ex.”Java”          ex.null 

           

Keywords : Keywords are reserved words that have special meaning in java 

language. All keywords should be written in small letter. The list of keywords used 

in Java is given below:- 

 

boolean class else int short 

break continue float long static 

byte default for new switch 

case do if public void 

char double import return while 
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Operators: These are special symbols that perform specific operations on one, 

two, or three operands, and then return a result. We can divide all the Java 

operators into the following groups- 

 Arithmetic Operators 

 Assignment Operators 

 Relational Operators 

 Logical Operators 

 Conditional Operators 

Punctuators: It has a unique set of special symbols.The separators are shown in 

the following table: 

Symbol Name 

( ) Parenthesis 

{ } Braces 

[ ] Square brackets 

; Semicolon 

, Comma 

. Period 

 

Non graphic characters are those which are not readily typed using a keyboard 

such as tabs, backspace, etc. an escape sequence is symbolized with a special 

syntax, which starts with a backslash( \) character 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Java Character Set :- The character set is the defined list of characters, 

recognized by the computer hardware and software.  

ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange) is a 

character-encoding scheme that originally was based on the English 

alphabet. It encodes 128 specified characters into 7-bit binary integer. It 

includes English alphabets (lower and upper case), digits, symbols and 

special characters. 

Unicode is an international encoding standard with different languages. It 

supports 65,536 unique characters. It has 16 bits characters. 

EBCDIC (Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code)  is an 8-

bit character encoding used mainly on IBM Mainframe systems. 

Escape Sequence Meaning 

\ n New line 

\ t Horizontal tab 

\ \ Backslash 

\ ‘ Single quote 

\ “ Double quote 
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EXERCISE 

 

1. What kind of constants are the following : 

(a) 12  (b) “ICSE”  (c) ‘E’ (d) True (e) 3.7 

 

2. Indicate whether the following variable valid or invalid : 

(a) Name (b) 42pay (c) AB5Cs (d) Pay-to-date (e) D_O_B  

(f) $marks (g) Ave*mark (h) run  way  (i) public (j) p+q  

 

3. Answer the following Questions: 

a) What are identifiers? 

b) What is token? 

c) What are Separators? Give any two examples. 

d) Explain the types of literals that Java supports. 

e) Name the java operators. 

f) What are the rules that identifiers must follow? 

 

4. Write the difference between the following : 

(a) Keyword & Identifier 

(b) Boolean & Character literal 

(c) False  &  “False” 


